
Social Media Management



The Brand:

CoordiKids is a company head-quartered in Australia, but with a 

global network of providers. They offer virtual courses and 

consultations for early childhood development and occupational 

therapy. 

Social Media Objectives:

- Create brand awareness in new regional markets, namely the USA

- Re-establish brand continuity among channels 

- Generate traffic to blogs and website

- Use Facebook and Instagram advertising to convert sales



#1 Tip from a Parent

Video – lists of tips

“Our Mission”

Is Your Child Struggling with…

______’s Story (a testimonial)

How does it work?

What is an occupational therapist?

Blog title

“We see all that you do, mum/dad…”

Humor: Parenting Memes

“Thank you to our teachers!”

Humor: Teacher Memes

Polls to Parents

Shareable quotes

Sample Post Categories



Date Graphic Text

Feb 12
Too busy for occupational therapy? How 
about 15 minutes a day right at home or in 
the park using your phone or tablet? 
CoordiKids makes occupational therapy 
fun and simple for busy and worried 
parents. 15 minutes a day as part of your 
routine could change your child's life: 
stronger attention span, better 
handwriting, and even emotional 
regulation. Read more about how our 
programs work at [website]

Feb 13 Our programs are available anytime, 
anywhere! Use your computer at home, 
your phone at the park, or the tablet at 
school – CoordiChild programs also 
come with downloadable checklists to 
ensure you’re following the program 
closely, even if you only have 5 minutes a 
day.

Feb 14 More and more young children are 
facing academic challenges than ever. 
Be it difficult symptoms of ADHD, Autism 
Spectrum Disorder, Sensory Processing 
Disorder, Dyspraxia, or other motor skills 
and learning disorders... We think ALL 
children should have access to SIMPLE 
and AFFORDABLE occupational therapy 
in the comfort of YOUR OWN HOME -
that's why Marga Grey and the team at 
CoordiKids created our series of digital 
occupational therapy exercises. For 
home or the classroom, parents and 
teachers are seeing huge benefits from 
just 15 minutes a day. Check out our 
programs here:

Date Graphic Text

Feb 15

Feb 16
Need some advice or counsel? Check out our 
list of multi-disciplinary providers offering 
virtual consultations and evaluations through 
CoordiConsult: 
👉Family counseling
👉Dietary nutrition
👉Speech therapy 
👉Ooccupational therapy
Head to www.coordiconsult.coordikids.com to 
book a time convenient for your family from the 
comfort of your home. All consultations are 
private and secure through Telehealth.

Feb 17 We want to take a moment to 

thank teachers who go above and 

beyond. Who have difficult 

discussions with parents who 

sometimes don't see the same 

behavior or learning challenges 

that are presented in the 

classroom.  Who advocate for 

better learning environments. Who 

encourage.  Who push. Who listen. 

And who probably go home at the 

end of every day exhausted.   We 

LOVE teachers!!





“Oh my, Liz, you are perfect! This is 

exactly what I’ve been waiting for for 5 

years. I hope you enjoy doing this 

because I’d like you to do it for a very 

long time!”

Marga Grey, owner CoordiKids



Analytics Review

Traffic from social media to website

Most visited site links from social

Audience demographics

New followers over time



Analytics Review

Particularly popular posts

Top performing posts



Examples of Influencing

-Joining Groups

-Sharing brand information

-Suggesting services where applicable












